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Abstract: - In the paper, the objectivity and feasibility of Rough Sets applying is analyzed in the procedure of 
decision support system. In order to solve the problem of risk decision of E-Commerce project, a new method of 
data mining based on Rough Sets is proposed by analyzing project including uncertain factors. Firstly, the set of 
factors is established including condition attribute and decision attribute. Secondly, experts qualitatively 
describe risk factors and establish a decision database, called decision table. Thirdly, the attribute reduction 
algorithm based on Rough Sets is used to eliminate the redundant risk factor and its value of decision table. 
Fourthly, the minimum decision rules are abstracted based on data mining technology. Finally, the procedure of 
risk decision based on data mining of Rough Sets is analyzed in a case study. The method is more convenient 
and practical compared with the traditional one. 
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1   Introduction 
E-Commerce is a high-risk project because of many 
uncertain causes, including complex technology, 
specialized equipment, special environment 
personnel disposition and so on [1]. How to control 
and decrease the risk is a difficulty problem [2]. The 
procedure of decision-making is making right 
decision through right information and right way. So 
information plays an important role in the course of 
decision-making procedure. Information of proper 
quantities is necessary to make decision, that is to 
say, information of quantitative and qualitative 
influences directly the result of decision [3]. As far as 
the deciders are concerned, they hold the massive 
information in an E-Commerce project. Then it is 
necessary to use the algorithm to discover valuable 
knowledge and make right decision. Data mining is a 
kind of method to disposal massive data and to 
discover some implied rules that are useful to make a 
decision [4]. Since 1990s, many kinds of data mining 
are proposed by scientists, such as clustering, 
artificial neural network, decision tree, machine 
learning, Rough Sets and so on [5,6]. Rough Sets 
theory applies to data mining supplying the 
mathematics tool for dealing with uncertain 
knowledge [7]. And it also supplies the method for 
acquiring and refining knowledge. Based on the basic 
conception of Rough Sets theory, the paper discusses 
the method in terms of Rough Sets theory for 

analyzing information, extracting useful 
characteristics and producing the least-making 
regulation [7]. Data mining-based project for the 
exploitation of potential E-Business clients is 
discussed, and the advantages and procedure of the 
technology and the detailed implementing plan are 
introduced [8]. Liu Qing and Zeng Huanglin studied 
the characteristic and application of Rough Sets 
theory [9, 10]. Yang Shanlin discussed the procedure 
of data analyzing based on data mining of Rough 
Sets, and proposed the application of this method to 
decision support system [11].  

In the risk decision process of an E-Commerce 
project, it is necessary to use the algorithm to 
discover valuable knowledge and make a right 
decision. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, data mining based on Rough 
Sets are introduced, including some concepts of 
Rough Sets theory, reduction algorithm based on 
Rough Sets, and the computational process. In 
section 3, first, the objectivity and feasibility of 
Rough Sets applying is analyzed in the procedure of a 
decision support system. And a procedure of data 
mining is analyzed in an E-Commerce project. In this 
course, first, the set of factors is established, 
including condition factor and decision factor. 
Secondly, experts qualitatively describe risk factors 
and establish a decision knowledge database, called 
decision table. Thirdly, the algorithm based on 
Rough Sets is used to eliminate the redundant risk 
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factor and its value from the decision table. Fourthly, 
the minimum decision rules are created based on data 
mining technology. Finaly,the meaning of minimum 
decision rules are analyzed in a case study. 
 
 
2   Data Mining Based on Rough Sets 
Data mining is a kind of method to process massive 
data and to find out some implied rules that are useful 
to make decisions [4]. Rough Sets theory proposed 
by Z.Plawlak in 1980s is one of such techniques. It is 
a novel mathematic method to study uncertain data, 
deficiency of data, incomplete data, or even 
inconsistent data [12, 13].  
 
2.1 Some concepts of Rough Sets theory 
 
2.1.1   Indiscernibility relation 
In Rough Sets, the relation is close between 
knowledge and classification, and knowledge is 
defined as an ability to classify. Suppose 

 is a knowledge base, where U  is a 
nonempty finite set called domain, 

),( RUK =
R is the 

equivalence relations of U ,  is all the 
equivalence classes of 

RU /
R .  is an equivalence 

class of 
RX[ ]

R  including element . If  
and

Ux∈ RP ⊆
Φ≠P , then all intersection of equivalence 

relations are an equivalence relation in P , called 
indiscernibility relation about P , as in 
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2.1.2 Upper approximation, lower approximation 
and boundary of Rough Sets 
In Rough Sets, accuracy concepts are signified by 
two accuracy sets including upper approximation and 
lower approximation. In a knowledge base 

,for each subset  and an 
equivalence relation , suppose two 
subsets are as follows. 

),( RUK = Ux∈
)(KindR∈

( ) [ ]{ }UxXxxXR R ∈⊂=− ,

( ) [ ]{ }UxXxxXR R ∈≠=− ,φ∩  

Then and  are the upper and lower 
approximation sets of

( )XR− ( )XR −

X  about R . Suppose 
boundary domain of X  about R  
is ( ) ( ) ( )XRXRXbnR −

− −= . And suppose 
 is the positive region of( ) ( )XRXposR −= X  

about R ,  is the negative 
region of

( ) ( )XRUXnegR −−=
X  about R . 

 

2.1.3   Information system and decision table 
In Rough Sets, the information system takes the form 
of relation table. Knowledge system with condition 
attribute and decision attribute is a decision table. A 
decision table is a kind of critical knowledge system. 
Suppose ( )fVAUS ,,,=  is a knowledge system, 
where ( )nxxxS ,,, 21= is a finite set of object, 

( )naaaA ,,, 21= is a finite set of attribute, here in 
is field composed of attributeV A , VAUf →×:  

is an information function, each element of U  with a 
unique value that is a about V , , is 
the condition attribute set,  is the decision attribute 
set. 

DCA ∪= C
D

 
 
2.2 Reduction algorithm based on Rough Sets 
Simplified table is the result of simplifying condition 
attribute, and the classification function remains to 
be. And simplified decision table contains less 
complicated condition attributes. We know a 
simplified condition is necessary in making 
decisions. The algorithm has 2 steps, i.e. attribute 
reduction and attribute value reduction as follows. 
 
2.2.1   Attribute reduction 
For an information system , ( )fVAUS ,,,=

DCA ∪= , , if CB ⊆ ( ) ( )DD BC γγ = and B is 
individual in relation to , thenD B is the 
simplification of attribute in relation toC , as 
in

D
( )CREDD . The calculation is shown as follows. 

Input: C , , andU  D
Output: attribute reductionC in relation to  D
Step 1 0←s , ( ) φ←sRED ; 
Step 2 1←i ; 
Step 3 1←j , 0←m ; 
Step 4 For subset ( )jiC , of C, covering j subset of 
element i  

(1) 0←t  
(2) If ( )( ) ( ) (( )jiCtREDtRED ,⊆ )∧≠ φ , 

1+←mm ,    if i
CCm = , turn to Step 7, 

else turn to Step 5 
(3) If turn to (5) st ≥
(4) 1+← tt , turn to (2) 
(5) If ( ) ( )( )DD jiCC ,γγ =  turn to (6), 
else turn to Step 5 
(6) 1+← ss ,  ( ) ( )jiCsRED ,←

Step 5 If i
CCj ≥  turn to Step 6, else 1+← jj , 
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turn to Step4 
Step 6 If Ci ≥ ends, else 1+← ii , turn to Step 3 

Step 7 Output  ( )sRED
 
2.2.2   Attribute value reduction 
For in information 
system , the 
calculation is shown as follows. 

( )( )fVDCREDUS D ,,, ∪=

Input: , 
 

( )( )fVDCREDUS D ,,, ∪=
( ) { }nCCCsRED ,,, 21=

Output: core value table of  S ′ S
Step1  ( )fNullVDCUS ′←′=′ ,,, ∪
Step2 For each condition attribute  (repeat as 
follows) 

kC

For each and Uxi ∈ ( ) NullxC ik =′  (repeat as 
follows) 

If 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( )ij

iljlklliji

xDxD

xCxCCCCxxx

≠∧

=∧≠∀∧≠∃
            

Then ( ) ( )jkjk xCxC =′ , ( ) ( )jkik xCxC =′  

Step3 Output   S ′
 
 
3   Case Study 
 
 
3.1  The analysis of risk decision procedure 
based on data mining of Rough Sets 
Risk control is a procedure from identification to 
settlement during the course of decision. And the 
procedure of data management contains 3 stages, 
collection, process and application. From Fig.1, a 
procedure of decision support system includes 5 
sections, i.e. data collection, rough database, decision 
knowledge base, decision rules base, and decision 
interface. Rough Sets are essential in two steps, both 
of which are used from original database to 
knowledge base and from knowledge base to 
decision rules base. The analysis of decision 
procedure based on data mining of Rough Sets is as 
follows Fig.1. 
 
 
3.2  Condition attribute sets and decision 
attribute sets 
The risk factor sets are called condition attribute sets, 
which reflect E-Commerce project risks, including 
technical feasibility a, amount of investment b, 
capital-raising ability of project c, and market 

expectation d. Decision attribute sets include 
enterprise scale e and risk process methods f. We can 
get information to make decision from a decision 
table, called risk decision table. The table is 
composed of rows and arrays to represent attributes 
and objects. We study an E-Commerce project to 
abstract Table 1 as follows. 
 
 

Rough Sets

Discretization

Rough Sets

Data Mining
Knowledge Base

Decision Rules Base

Original Database

Data Collection

Decision Interface  
Fig.1. The analysis of risk decision procedure based on 

data mining of Rough Sets 
 
 
3.3 Dispersing attribute and establishing 
knowledge base 
Dispersing condition and decision attributes are used 
to establish the knowledge base. Firstly, using 
condition attribute sets from above, we disperse the 
results of expert evaluation as follows. Technical 
feasibility is divided into 3 grades  {1,2,3} to 
represent {low,average,high}. Similarly, the amount 
of investment is also divided into 4 grades  {1,2,3,4}  
to represent {lower,low,high,higher}. Capital-raising 
ability of project is divided into 2 grades {1,2} to 
represent {bad,good}. Market expectation is divided 
into 3 grades  {1,2,3} to represent 
{bad,average,good}. Secondly, we use decision 
attribute sets above, and the results of expert 
evaluation are represented as follows. Enterprise 
scale is divided into 2 grades  {1,2} to represent 
{small,big}. Risk process methods are divided into 3 
kinds  {1,2,3}, including risk bearing, risk sharing 
and risk avoiding. Risk decision table of 
E-Commerce project is as follow Table 1. 
 
 
3.4    Attribute reduction 
From Table 1, the redundant attributes are eliminated 
and core attributes are preserved. The minimum 
decision rules are composed of core attributes 
without redundant attributes.The new table is called 
reduced attribute table as follow Table 2. 
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Table 1. Risk decision table of E-Commerce project 

U        A a b c d e f 

1 2 3 1 2 2 3 
2 2 2 1 2 2 3 
3 2 2 1 1 2 3 
4 1 1 1 1 1 3 
5 1 2 1 2 1 3 
6 2 2 1 3 2 2 
7 2 3 1 3 2 2 
8 3 3 1 3 2 2 
9 3 3 2 3 2 1 

10 3 4 2 3 2 1 
11 3 4 2 2 2 1 
12 3 3 2 2 2 1 
13 3 2 2 2 2 1 

 
 

Table 2. Reduced attribute table 

U       A a c d e f 

1 2 1 2 2 3 
2 2 1 1 2 3 
3 1 1 1 1 3 
4 1 1 2 1 3 
5 2 1 3 2 2 
6 3 1 3 2 2 
7 3 2 3 2 1 
8 3 2 2 2 1 

 
 
3.5  Attribute value reduction 
From Table 2, we get attribute value reduced table as 
follows. 

Table 3. Reducted attribute value table 

U        A a c d e f 

1 2 - 2 2 3 
2 2 - 1 2 3 
3 1 - - 1 3 
4 1 - - 1 3 
5 - - 3 2 2 
6 - 1 - 2 2 
7 - 2 - 2 1 
8 - - - 2 1 

 
 
3.6  Interpretation analysis 
From Table 3, we know decision rules as follows. 

( )3,222 →da  

or ( )3,212 →da , ( )3,11 →a ,  ( )2,23 ←d
or ( )2,21 →c , ( )1,22 →c . 

From above, we know 4 decision rules as 
follows. 
(1) ( )3,21222 →∨ dada . 
(2) ( )3,11 →a . 
(3) ( )2,213 →∨ cd . 

(4) ( )1,22 →c . 
From 4 decision rules above, we get strategy of 

risk decision as follows. 
(1) When the technical feasibility is “average”, and 
market expectation is “average” or “bad”, the 
strategy of big enterprise is risk avoiding. That is to 
say, that will give up the project or modify it. 
(2) When the technical feasibility is “low”, the 
strategy of small enterprise is risk avoiding. That is to 
say, that will give up project or modify it. 
(3) When market expectation is “good” or 
capital-raising ability of project is “bad”, the strategy 
of big enterprise is risk sharing. That is to say, that 
will share risks and profits with cooperators. 
(4) When capital-raising ability of project is “good”, 
the strategy of big enterprise is risk bearing. That is to 
say, that will solely bear the risk in full.  
 
 
4   Conclusions 
The risk decision of E-Commerce project is sort of 
multiple attribute decision-making processes. It is 
certain that we have to deal with massive data. So 
data mining technology is necessary, for it can 
abstract implicit regularity from massive data. In this 
paper, the reduction algorithm based on Rough Sets 
is proposed as a practical data mining technology. A 
new decision method is proposed in order to solve the 
risk decision problem of an E-Commerce project. 
The factor set is established including condition 
attribute and decision attribute. Then experts 
qualitatively describe risk factors and create a 
decision table, and the attribute reduction algorithm 
based on Rough Sets is used to eliminate the 
redundant risk factor and its value of decision table. 
Finally, the minimum decision rules are created 
based on data mining results. And the rules with 
explain meanings are abstracted in the case study. We 
can make proper decision from the rules to improve 
precision and explanatory ability in practice. 
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